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EDITORIAL

In continuation
of a student project
initiated
in the Spring
of 1969, the Editorial
Staff of the MANAGEMENT
QUARTERLY
is pleased
to present to its readers a sampling of course papers written by
students at the Naval Postgraduate
School.
The papers were selected
for their excellence
in terms of broad-based
appeal,
readability
and
informative
value.
We wish to thank all the faculty for th e ir cooperation
and
assistance
in identifying
papers for possible
inclusion
in the
MANAGEMENT
QUARTERLY.
In addition,
fact that articles
students
reflects,
CDR Lamm has since
of his contributions

0

we wish to specifically
thank CDR Lamm. The
in this edition were written
excl u sively by his
in part, his active suppor t of this publication
.
departed this command but we believe the effects
to it will carry on into the future.

Succeeding editorial
staffs will continue
to consider for
publication
all student papers submitted from every education and
research department of the Naval Postgraduate
Schoo l . It is the
editors'
opinion that this policy provides an opportunity
for the
broad spectrum of efforts
at the School to be recognized and shared
by an expanded audience of the future leaders o f the u. S. Navy.
In order to ensure a continuous
input of student papers to
the editorial
staff,
a Student Mail Center box (SMC-1499) has been
designated
for MANAGEMENT
QUARTERLY
use on a permanent basis.
Submission by faculty members of suitable
midterm papers, research
wrk and term project
reports will be accepted at any time.
We
also be lieve that this Journal offers students
the unique opportunity
to have their research
efforts
recognized.
We invite those students
who feel that their recent academic efforts
might be of interest
to others to also forward a copy to SMC-1499.
LT RICHARDMALLEA,MSC, USN
LT KENNETHORLOFF, MSC, USN
EDITORS
The views expressed
in the MANAGEMENT
QUARTERLY
are those of
the authors exclusively,
and in no way reflect
the attitude
or
endorsement of the Department of Defense, the Navy Department or
the Naval Postgraduate
School.
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Problems Encountered

in the Contract Administration
Development Projects.

Phase of Software

by
G. J. Plato,

LT, USN

ABSTRACT

0
Once a contract
is awarded, it is the responsibility
of the contract
administrator
to insure that contractual
requirements
are being
complied with and that contract changes are effectively
implemented.
In this article,
LT Plato discusses
the major problems faced by
contract administration
personnel when administering
software
development contracts.
Also presented are a number of recommendations
for improving both the management of software development programs
and the administration
of software development contracts.
This paper was submitted to Professor David V. Lamm, CDR, SC, USN,
in partial
fulfillment
of the course requirements
for Introduction
to Systems Acquisition
and Project Management (MN-3301).
LT Gale J. Plato, USN, received her Bachelor of Arts Degree in
Psychology from U. C. at Berkley in 1973 and was awarded a Masters
of Science Degree in Information
Systems Management from the Naval
Postgraduate
School, June 1980.
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I NTROD
UCTION

Whether for a major
local

procurement,

development

weapon system program or a relatively

the contract

project

administration

can present

small

phase of a software

a multitude

of unique

problems

and
r.

frustrations

for the project

project.

As was observed

computer

software

developed
over,

in a recent

development,

to meet a specific
and technical

difficulties,
the

software

must contract

needs.

and its

by improperly

not until

computer

definitions

hardware

software
data

between

stipulated
concerned
quality

both managerial

for

their

0

and analysts
.

magnified

had a sort

More-

when

software

of "mystery"

DOD has often

and guidelines

and system software

was officially

sur-

been confused

to the acquisition

components.

It was

Procurement

Circular

Number 74-3),

defined

as "computer

programs

bases".

The administration

constant

has always

November 1974 (in Defense

and computer

link

to industry

software

organization

are considerably

management within

applying

of both computer

involved

for

(4;7)

Computer technology
it,

the

of original

work for the requiring

agencies

rounding

the production

even when the programmers

of difficulty

development

with monitoring

GAO study on contracting

need has traditionally

the sources

Federal

that

manager tasked

of a contract

the contractor

awareness

of the

state

of progress

The contract

aspects

and performance.

an active

communications

and Government agency concerned,

in the contract.
with those

requires

of the contract

(16;28)

2

toward

and a

the requirements

administrator
involving

is particularly
price,

schedule,

0

..

The scope of this
any one specific
contract

paper does not permit

problem area associated

administration.

In fact,

area could well be the subject
rather,

0

is to (1) present

purposes
(2)

of providing

However, as will
beyond the control
dealt

of a separate

an appreciation
solutions

be noted,

of

development

study of each problem
thesis.

The intent,

of this

subject

for

common "pitfalls",

its

area for
and

to some of the problem areas.

many of the problems discussed

of the contract

with in the pre-contract

discussion

with software

a thorough

an overview

to recommend possible

a lengthy

administrator,

are

and could best

phase by drafting

better,

prehensive

software

development

contracts

definitive

guidance

from higher

Government authorities

be

more com-

based on clearer,

more

.

MAJOR PROBLEMAREAS

Although certainly
some of

the more common problems

phase of a software
is not intended
although

not an exhaustive

not all

exclusive,

development

encountered

contract.

to be indicative
the areas

list,

of their

relative

to emphasize

constitute

in the administration

The order

can be regarded

they are subtitled

the following

of presentation
importance,

and

as independent

or mutually

the particular

topic

of

concern.
Contract

Deficiencies

As is the case with any procurement,
deficiencies
project,

in the basic

the contract

contract

governing

administration

if there

the software

phase will,

3

are errors

at best,

or

development
go less

than

smoothly and,
a pamphlet
receive

at worst,

concerning

precisely

no less"

(10;1-2).

contracts

protect

eliminating

contract

It

is further

both parties
feelings,

faced

contractual

errors

sometimes

regarded

.stipulate

all

as "part

standard

its

lessons

specifications.

requiring

to give

type

neglect
control

for the specific

administration.

disagreements,

deficiencies
(4-Appendix

thereby

and poss i ble l it i gation .
resulting

of computer

(21;32)

in neglecting
c on t racts

essential

to
have

softwa r e

development

to specify

development

they are
life!"

contracts,

contracts

a clear

provisions,

procedures,

0

from

in the pas t with regar d

the contractor

omit important

quality

the contracting

software

to

accurate l y wri t t en

For example,

in some software

performance,

to require

contract

learned

too generally

satisfactory
fail

of the

in

- no more a nd

have become so pervasive

GAOhas found that

of what is required,

that

administrator

been awarded without

documentation.
are written

from future

stated

"The buyer can expect

poor relationships,

deliverables

occasionally

emphasized

or violations

contract

As is well

in the contract

by the contract

DOD has painfully
to inadequate

programming,

what is specified

hard

But problems

be doomed to diaster.

fail

understanding

to define

documentation

standards,

or employ incorrect
project

which can seriously

are just!!.

few of

impede contract

J

II)

Lack of Guidance
In a rather
agency personnel
in the specific

,.

extensive
typically

study,

GAOdetermined

have little

management aspects

guidance

of software

4

that

Government

from Federal
development

agencies
contracts

.

Although the basic
established

responsibilities

in the Brooks Act (Public

of other

documents,

guidelines

deal with "the specific
development".

0

Standards
General

(4; 16)

Services

and regulations,

Agencies

contract

development

experience,

are

generally

do not

for custom software
Bureau of

of Management and Budget (0MB), and the

Administration

administrator

these

such as the National

(GSA) have all

management publications,

with software

agencies

Law 89-306) along with a plethora

management of contracting

(NBS), the Office

or project

existent

of the central

issued

system development

but they do not deal specifically

contracting.

has good local

he may spend considerable

Consequently,
guidance,

unless

the

or a wealth of

time searching

in vain for non-

guidance.

High Costs and Cost Overruns
Cost to the Government is always a primary concern
procurements,

and in the area of software

and budgeted

cost overruns

the problems associated
begin with,
costing

0

runs.
software
annually.

software

several

with software
is a costly

In particular,

alone is currently

the occurrence

have become a serious
costing

excessive

matter.

Of course,

are multifaceted.

commodity in todays'

costs

market,

To
often

times more than the computer hardware on which it

(15;23-24)

(8;1)

development,

in DOD

estimated

Consequently,
of cost

prove to be extremely

of weapons system

to run in the billions

of dollars

any changes made to the contract

overruns
costly

the development

in the software

to the Government.

5

development

or

project

will

A second problem
to price.

is that

It has been noted

software
that

there

companies

in the estimating

estimates

may very well not accurately

have substantiated

this,

more than predicted
Finally,

is inherently
is a lack

methods chosen

by the time the contracted

once the contracted

software

software

Consequently,

modifications

- either

to be performed

agency - but generally

Government unless

the contract

circumstances.

the

paid

0

it frequently

further

system

by the contractor

at an additional

protected

Studies

is delivered.

is received,

purpose.

or an in-house

costs.

cost

are frequently

does not meet the intended
are required

between

so original

final

contractors

item

of consistency

(24;10),

reflect

showing that

a difficult

cost

to the

Government in such

(4;13)

Lack of Control
Although
be practiced
"the major

many believe

in an uncontrolled
factor

of discipline

contributing

(7 ;4)

a very

data

processing

not work well

rigor

concern

is compounded by the fact

for

that

professionals
under

One source

applied
controls

the contract

no matter
are often

stringent

notes

that

form that

DOD's opinion

to weapon system problems

Lack of proper

real

is an art

environment,

and engineering

acquisition".
presents

programming

can best
is that

is the lack

to weapon system software
over software

development

administrator.

how many controls
an "independent

This
are

breed"

imposed,
that

0

do

constraints.
there

is evidence

indicating

programmers

•
are beginning
jobs

to question

if dissatisfied

with

authority
their

more, do not hesitate

current

6

employers

to change

and "dislike

work

environments

where their

activities

of the day and where everything
management".

(2; 15)

as too rigid,

the contractor

turnover

0

pletion

are tightly

they do is dictated

Consequently,

if controls

not conducive

development

is the product

GAO, the software
schedule
(4;11)

delays

and by allowing

studied

changes

period,

and the required

products

of improperly

were observed
of their

are late

0

correctness

data

state

original

time estimates.

development

control

to be made well into

is frequently

altered

in delivery.

(4;22)

of technology,

has cost

to the Government,

software

tributing
Additionally,

(9;13)
life

"the most elusive

programming resulting

and program errors

achievement.
total

remains

Ineffective

losses

by the

to have suffered

to the contract

phasing

enforced

In a study conducted

software

of the computer system to which the most risk

(6;18)

com-

or destroyed

Errors

At our current

its

personnel

to the successful

to apply proven software

the administration

Software

delay.

of about 75 percent

By failing

measures,

results

delivery

contracts

imposed are viewed

project,

One of the more troublesome
controls

every minute

to them by

may be faced with excessive

- which is definitely
of a software

supervised

hundreds

cycle

to approximately

costs

of millions

of dollars

in

impede agency mission
attributes
with design

of the total
software

7

of the computer science.
and undetected

to defects,

the cost of correcting

and achieving

in detected

estimate

80 percent

is attached,

goal"

and can seriously

A conservative

is the component

errors

50 percent
errors

con-

cost of errors .
late

of

(13;56)

in the system

test

phase

is at least

the same error
Software

while

10 to 100 times
still

greater

in the design

acceptance

testing

that

than

th e c ost

to cor r ec t

phase.
will

detect

all

possible

program

•
and data

errors

is nearly

contract

administration,

example,

failure

an impossible
but failure

to notice

mission

to accomplish

during

to do so can be c o stly.

a single

character

error

•

For

i n the software

for

0
the Mariner I interplanetary
million

rocket

equation.

because

of an unrecoverable

with

contributing

involvement

is considered

by some data

way to ensure

that

with all

is t hat

aspects

product

as required

However,

can be a vital
project.

will

is usually

process

meet the user's

can be resolved
when there

the

to be the only

exactly

a major problem noted

such interaction

Allowing

of the development

professionals

Any questions

implemented

of communications.

completed

processing

the finished

(5;70E-101-20b)

new suggestions

under

in a critical

.

the program developers

to a successfully

user complete

tracting

problem

of a $18.5

Problems

User interaction

needs.

the destruction

(15;24)

Counnunications

element

probe required

immediately,

is a free

exchange

in software

not possible

and

con-

or prudent

the terms of most contracts.
In many cases,

the chain
negative
are often

between
side,

the contractor

the user

because

0
may serve

and his

system

open to interpretation,

desired

specifications
there

8

as an "extra

software

product .

and design

is a greater

link

0

in

On the

requirements

likelihood

that

the

contractor

may head off

software
•

0

development

ministrator

interaction

those

instances

interprets

wrong direction

to clarify

is allowed,

other

requests

when

especially

in

information,

or

sources

resulting

ad-

Unfortunately,

faulty

from unauthorized

the

contract

can arise,

receives

to the terms of the contract,

changes"

questions.

problems

where the contractor

informal

during

phase if the user or knowledgeable

is not available

free

changes

in a totally

as official

in unwanted "constructive

to the contract.

RECOMMENDATIONS
As with the previous
limits

extensive

proposals

items discussed.
good ideas
Various

Certainly

0

cost

as individual

development

As previously

control,

than to bring

can implement that

is full

configuration
project

for the ills

is that

control

of

mentioned.

management,
management

plaguing

Government

late

there

most of the noted problem

of the contract

once the software

development

to deal with the contract

the problems

Of course,

literature

and software

cures

however,

the direct

noted,

it maybe a little

available

for each of the

projects.

problem,

outside

measures

paper necessarily

to remedy many of the problem areas

prograDm1ing techniques,

The basic
lie

currently

methods of effective

could be offered

areas

the scope of this

for corrective

and techniques

structured

software

section,

to light

contract

commences,

deficiencies,

other

and act accordingly.

are some measures

should

administrator.

that

a contract

improve communications

9

administrator

between users

and

software

developers.

• regular

project

administrator,
keeping

all

review
user

parties

recommended that

be established

and contract

informative

in the early

is strongly

meetings

concerned

can promote
aid

It

programmer
involved,

of flaws,

- to include
personnel.

regarding
problem

of

the contract

(3;27)

the contract

communications

detection

a schedule

By

administrator

project

areas,

status,

and/or

and

misunder-

standings.

0

Software

Quality

Assurance

MIL-S-52779,

have been attributed

for

development

software

(18;160)

But it

changing

science,

updated

as the

procedures
that

recognized

the Secretary

resolution

by the agencies
contract

development

Federal

contracting.
a series

such items

as documentation,

tion

of model contracts

of the need for and value
The primary

agencies

intent

phasing,
of these

of these

Bureau of
issue

aspects

detailed

of software

recommends that

containing

detailed

and testing,

with

NBS and

clauses
a full

on

explana-

clauses.

recommendations

in the management and administration

10

and

GAO has recommended

Services

GAO further

however,

the policies

the National

in all

is a

to remain useful.

administration.

agencies

impetus

be regu l arly

and problems,

governing

of General

(4;iii)

GSA design

in order

in

QA techniques".

development
should

of the myriad

of Commerce, through

to assist

software

advances

and the Administrator

guidelines

software

such as this

state-of-the-art

of the software

Standards

that

documented

"a much needed

to develop

and instructions

be implemented

such as are

with providing

contractors

is also

A more complete
can best

Programs,

is

to assist

of the many types

Federal
of

0

software

development

contracts.

GAOfurther

recoDDDendsthat

programs in software

development

contracting

be established

managers,

studies

to include

in management, software,

training
for project

and contracting.

(4;IV-V)

In this

0

researcher's

and viable.

opinion

Also, according

these

suggestions

are excellent

to the GAO, GSA and the Department

Commerce are both in agreement

with the recommendations.

GAOnoted that

guidelines

contracting

"the additional

for custom software"

by Congress last

year.

As a final
better

order

I believe

into all

when problems arise

cedures

and practices

the relevant

into

the specific

they are usually

unknown.

in

problem areas,

For as one procurement

effectiveness

is essentially

to establishing

should be conducted

on contracts,

and thus the overall

prior

studies

administration

thus produce a more complete document.

individually,

that

more extensive

contract

to gain more insight

observed,

for the unique problems of

(4;31)

guidelines,

problems of software

However,

were not in the program plan approved

recommendation,

official

of

and
analyst

treated

of contracting

pro-

(23;14)

CONCLUSION

0

Software

has probably

"the most unsafe,
of total

for the Department

we cannot

avoid.

its

frequently

understood,

computer system costs".

development
"evils"

the least

earned

(6; 16)

applied

label

and the most expensive
But specialized

as
component

software

of Defense seems to be one of the

Despite

steadily

11

increasing

costs,

excessive

cost

overruns,

slippages,

and a host

development
business

less-than-adequate
of other

contract

specialized

if a statement

will

dependent

projects,
behind

because
in applying

concluded
it

the Federal

that

is difficult
Hopefully,

undertaken,

the needed guidance

and training

industry.

,.

by the Computer .and Business

Government is falling

further

data

processing.

measures

development
to prove

DOD
development

0

and further

He further

cumbersome acquisition

smooth system development"

software

in the

(CBEMA) is to be believed,

some of the corrective

and future

entrenched

for software

the present,

to plan

software

on contractors

state-of-the-art

"with

with

from civilian

made recently

Association

schedule

associated

DOD is deeply
software

Equipment Manufacturers
soon be completely

continued

complications

administration,

of procuring

In fact,

products,

.

practices,
(12;15)

proposed

contractors

will
will

be soon
receive

him wrong.

0
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INTRODUCTION

The acquisition
constitutes
national

one of the most expensive

by the Federal
activities

needs and expand the industrial

on technology,

on t he Nation's

accomplishments
space,

of major systems

energy,

uits

economic and fiscal

and transportation'

been deep concern

performed

base.

of Government agency missions
'.

1

Government
to meet

impact

is critical

policies,

and on the

in such fields

as defense,

For a number of years,

over the effectiveness

there

0

has

of the management of major

systems acquisitions.
In November 1969, Public

Law 91-729 established

Commission on Govemment Procurement
and to make recommendations
of Federal

procurement

Commission,

in their

recommendations
acquisition

report

covering

to study the procurement

for improving

practices.

After

the efficiency
extensive

policies

and procedures

One of their

principal

establish

the Office

of Federal

Procurement

by Public

Law 93-400.

the principally

recommendations

these

In 1975, the Office

began their

draft

agencies

publication

research,

for

the

improving

recommendations
Policy,

the

was to

which was accomplished

affected

recommendations

of Federal

of 0MB Circular

Register

- DOD, ERDA

and each agency

Procurement

0

procurement
Policy

(OFPP)

A-109 based on the recommendations

and the 1972 commission.

in the Federal

agencies

for the improvement of Federal

practices.

these

and effectiveness

2

(DOE), NASA, and DOT studied
made its

system

of December 1972, made twelve major

cycle.

From 1973-1975,

the Congressional

Following

formal

for comment, public

16

coordination,
hearings,

and

of

a 30-day review by Congress,
1976.

0MB Circular

A-109 was issued

on April

5,

3

Purpose
The basic

0

precepts

of 0MBCircular

of two major underlying

problems.

in many cases,

is often

role

while,

Congress

goals

and defense

is that

and,

major system.

the basic

this

mission'

design

did not determine

For example,

management

the allocation

their

4 The purpose

of A-109 and its

of
needs or

of resources

to

"The B-1 Bomber might be
'mission

need'

approved

priorities

of this

paper

from

to spending

(1977) for food stamps which haven't

either".

is that,

The second area

as compared in national

year

concepts

agencies

of concern

sometimes seemed to preempt

decisions.

now if it had gotten

at the outset

$5.6 billion
a 'clear

area

a detailed

could not justify

in production

Congress

playing

strategy

in many cases

therefore,

a particular
flying

The first

in the case of DOD, the Pentagon

policy-making
concern

A-109 are for the improvement

documented

is to explore

impact on the Department

of

Defense.
0MB Circular

0

A-109:

The emphasis
The front-end
priorities

Key Provisions

of Circular

planning

allows

A-109 is on formal
each Secretary

in terms of the mission

Circular

A-109 sets

front-end

to determine

planning.
the agency's

assigned.

the objective

management as follows:

17

of the major system acquisition

a.

Ensure that each major system:
Fulfills
a mission need,
operates effectively
in its intended environment,
demonstrates
a level of performance and reliability
that justifies
the
allocation
of the Nation's
limited resources for its acquisition
and offll.ership.

b.

Depend on, whenever economically beneficial,
between similar or differing
system design
the entire acquisition
process.

c.

Ensure appropriate
costs,
schedules,

d.

Acquisition

required,

with overall

analysis

in A-109 require
or solutions

the Major System

shows that

The MENSshould contain
Mission

top management

and focus on the agency's

exist

cycle

is the analysis

priorities

a deficiency

in technology

that

or threats.

capabilities,

or an opportunity

then it

of particular
the following

When

to establish

new

is documented in the Mission

information:
required

0

of the problem/

system of technological

- identifies
the capabilities
agency to meet its mission.

18

of mission

and resources.

(MENS). The MENS is a statement

and is independent

1.

A-109 separates

step of the procurement

Element Need Statement
threat

0

seven phases:

in terms of hardware

capabilities

capabilities

objectives,

two phases as defined

The first

this

ownership

Evaluation and Reconciliation
of Needs.
Exploration
of Alternative
Systems.
Competitive Demonstration.
Full Scale Development, Test, and Evaluation.
Production.
Deployment and Operation.
Mission Analysis.6

stop thinking

reconciled

these

Cycle into

The first

needs,

trade-off
among investment costs,
and performance characteristics.

Provide strong checks and balances by ensuring adequate
system test and evaluation.
Conduct such tests and evaluation
independent,
where practicable,
of developer and user.S

To accomplish

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

competition
concepts throughout

by the

solution

.

2.

Threat

3.

Existing

4.

Assessment of Existing
of The Following:

0

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
5.

defines the threat or the potential
threat and
where possible the duration of the threat (short
or long term).
and Planning Capabilities
to Overcome The Threat this should not be a narrow view of capabilities
but should consider the capabilities
of other
agencies and in some cases allied
forces capabilities.

deficiencies
technological
obsolescence
cost saving.
vulnerability

of existing

of Allocation

With Present

to begin evaluating

the deficiency(ies).
cycle.

O

of Resources

System:

to the Secretary

alternative

concepts

to achieve

equipment.
with low availability.

or Head of Agency for

Approval of the MENSinitiates

It commits the Secretary

(Step 2) to correct
the acquisition

a capability

as long as it remains

a valid

priority.

However, the approval

of MENSdoes not mean that

be developed

and deployed

solutions

includes

non-acquisition

doctrine,

a change in operating

deficiency

to correct

deficiency

will

for the evaluation
solutions,
concepts

19

In The

budget.

ability
to meet projected
threat.
cost of increasing
quantity of existing
cost of maintaining
existing
equipment

The MENSis then forwarded
approval

In Terms of One or More

systems.

value of meeting need.
relationship
to overall
service
relative
priority.
logistics,
NATOstandardization.

Impact of Staying
a.
b.
c.

Capabilities

in existing
capabilities.
opportunities.
of present capabilities.

Constraints/Justification
Following Terms:
a.
b.
c.
d.

6.

-

the

of sufficient
a new system

of alternative

such as a change in

or employment of more personnel.

With the approval
of Alternative

of the MENS, Step 2 of the cycle

Solutions

encourage

competition

deficiency

outlined

- is initiated.

and allow

industry

the benefits

the most cost-effective

solutions

solutions/

will

capability

that

objectives,

have a relatively
of these

to meet"

period

offerors

need,

evaluate

to the Head of Agency as to which offerors

need,

cost

proposed

to note that

and support

competition

into

research

cost,

The contracts

will

and make recommenda-

to develop

innovative

solutions

However, the funds

intention

one of the major goals

and development.

the procurement

is the Government's

cycle
that

and in some cases
directed

their

and development

There are independent

research

basic

the offerer
forward

that

of A-109 is

By introducing

at the early

toward a particular

not the only research

stage
will

of development,

introduce

the state-of-the-art.
defined

discrepancy

is

the Government supports.

and development

funds available

to

0

research.

At the completion
Secretary

0

system.

to advance

support

of

best meet the mission

and have the capability

It is important

it

Therefore,

Upon the completion

tions

constraints,

schedule,
9

the

in providing

for development

of performance.
will

is to allow

innovation

constraints".

a team of experts

to the

Government needs.

meet the "mission

and operating

short

contracts,

will

8

of A-109 to

solutions

the "goal

of industrial

be made to qualified

systems

is the intent

to offer

in the MENS. That is,

Government to realize

multi-awards

It

- Exploration

reviews

of the system design

the results

and approves

20

concept
those

contracts,

concepts

that

the
will

be

funded for prototype
Secretary
exists

again

reviews

and the cost

Department's
during

0

development.

this

terms of mission
priority

to

that

Congress

need to determine

approves

and Congress

prototype

demonstration

contracts

if economically

feasible,

performed

of the prototype

newly developed

capabilities

to move into

full

scale

approval

programs
technical

seemed possible

will,

or probable

into
then

In this

the cost

and evaluation
are forwarded

development

that

justify

development

cycle.

cannot

and
reviews

the results

and

the allocation

of

the

- Step 4.

It

funding,
is during

e xperience
always

the program
Step 3 and

cost

overruns

be planned,

and

for what

on paper does not always work the first
respe c t,

problem and in some cases
than

scale

and Congressional

that

test

process , the Secretary

at most times,

problems

even the second time .

of the project

and the results

demonstrated

Step 4 of the procurement

to bdd lower

is of sufficient

contracts,

of the program to ensure

With Secretarial

overrun

in

to fund the program,

for full

In the approval

MENSand the priority

potential

is also

are awarded to one or more contractors,

by the team of experts

production.

Step 4 that

It

the budget

the project

continues

to the Head of Agency for approval

0

priorities.

of the

which is Step 3 in the cycle.

At the completion

moves into

still

the allocations

the advancement

development

resources

the

the deficiency

be reviewing

that

that

fund.

prototype

initial

warrants

should

point

that

in terms of national

If the Secretary

is again

is at this

the MENSt~ ensure

of the solutions

resources
phase

It

A-109 does not

actually

he estimates

ment of the system.

21

encourages
will

solve

or

the cost

the contractor

be incurred

on the develop-

At the completion
program for validity
pr oduction.

of Step 4, the Secretary

and to ensure

This is the last

is authorized

and funded,

are allocated

to it

It

Secre t arial

deployment

on forward

system design

competition,

distinguishes

A-109 policies

The roles

Congress

planning,

and Secretarial

as shown in the following

fund full

Once full

production

and the resources

the
review

industry

introduction

of

and approval

that

procurement

practices.

are greatly

affected

of Organizational

Roles

10

New

Traditional
Congress

Review individual
budget line items

OSD

Sanction
program

specific

Advocate
program

hardware

Review budget requests
on mission-need
basis
Appr ove mission need and
DSARCdecision
to keep
program

Service

I dentify and articulate
mission deficiencies

Advocate technology
or hardware approach

Laboratories

Maintain technology
base:
help evaluate
system options

Provide resources
to
build hardware in
response to Government
specification

I ndustry

Provide system alternatives
(some of which are eventually developed and produced)

0MB Circular
Lengthen

0

chart.

Comparison

1.

the

system.

from t he tradi t ional

of both Government and private

Figure

review.

of the

reviews

will

the pr ogram is es t ablished

through

is the emphasis

t hat

again

A-109:

Points

Procurement

of Criticism
Cycle:

One of the criticisms

22

levied

against

0

Fiqurc

7.

11

M1\,10RSYSTEM AC(lll!SITION CYCLE

EVALUATIONAND
RECO~CILATION
OF NEEDS
I?l CONTEXT
OF AGENCYMISSION
PESOURCES 1\ND

0

MISSION
l\:lALYSIS
EXPLORATION
OF ALTERNATIVE

SYSTEMS

DEPLOYMENT
AND

OPERATION

CO~PETITIVE
DEMONSTRATIONS

0

PRODUCTION

FULL SCALE
DEVELOPMENT,
TEST, AND
EVALUATION
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FIGURE
8. 12

MAJOR
SYSTEM
ACQUISITION
PROCESS
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0

MISSION
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I
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A
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I
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I

SYSTEM

l

PROTOTYPE
DEMONSTRATION
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DEMONSTRATION
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AHD EVALUATION
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MAJOR SYSTEM
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*

DOD terminology ' and Defense
Secretarial
Decision/Approval.

0

System Acouisition

Review council

----

- ------

·

(DSARC)

0

3 *

~Milestone

review

prior

to

7

A-109 is that

it will

lengthen

an already

This comes from the view that
analysis

of the mission

Secretarial
validity

review.
of this

additional

It

is perhaps

argument

a bit

on the basis
that

of three

lag will

that

The Office
traditional

Procurement

system it was difficult

most programs and the advantage

initial

and

to judge the

years

an approved

experience.
of the

MENS
. Of course,

become established

Policy

this

argues

that

time

under the

to even find a starting

of establishing

of the program will

a clear

outweigh

point

start

for

date with

any time lost

in the

stages.
Another area of delay

is due to funding

of the MENS. If the MENSis approved
are tw
delay

MENSpreparation

reduced.

of Federal

top management support

for

in one case in the Department

once the procedures

be considerably

cycle.

be required

premature

Navy it did take nine months to receive
it can be argued

possibilities
the work until

going projects

available

thus causing

delays

to use to fund the concept

alternative

systems concepts

Role of In-house
expertise

will

after

approval

the budget

cycle

then there

if actual

year;

development:

or (2) reprogram
program.

fund be established
development

after

25

on-

It has been
for the
of

_ Such a fund

a MENSis signed.

It is of some concern
"hands-on"

(1)

and evaluation

a MENSis approved.

immediately

Laboratories:
be lost

after

in an existing

a contingency

work to begin

problems

to fund the concept

Secretaries

would permit

after

funded the following

reconunended by DODthat

0

time will

needs and the subsequent

However, it should be noted

0

too long acquisition

development

that

in-house

is not conducted

by Government laboratories.
of Defense because
not only will

and engineers

tt expertise

to attract

just

then Secretary

,tha t the Department

tasks

are essential

its

that

and cites

needs,

paragraph

of Defense,

monitor

are best

of Federal

does not undermine

In a letter

posture".
Procurement

scientists

to the Honorable

stated,

" I believe,

a high degree

0

of expertise

programs,

by in-house

however,

and carry

activities

that

14
Policy

Government laboratories
ll(c)

research

in

but the laboratories

capable

development

accomplished

Department

the Chairman of the

Melvin Price,

to our military

The Office

or reduced,

of Defense must maintain

to define

in the

are not engaged

be lost

college.

Committee on Armed Services,

out those

concern

and hold young , highly

leaving

Don ald Rumsfeld,

in order

is a major

if Government laboratories

"in-house

.will not be able

This

(OFPP) argues

but strengthens

that

A-109

their

role

of A-109, which reads :

Federal laboratories,
federally
funded research and development
centers,
educational
institutions,
and other not-for-profit
organizations
may also be considered
as sources for competitive
system design concepts.
Ideas, concepts,
or technology ,
developed by Government laboratories
or at Government expense,
may be made available
to private
industry
through the procurement process or through other established
procedures.
Industry
proposals
may be made on the basis of these ideas, concepts,
and technology
or on the basis of ~easible
alternatives
which
1
the proposer considers
superior.
In addition,
responsible

for maintaining

through

independent

funds.

This will

Transfer

OFPP argues

Of Ideas

that

the Government

the technological

(not program related)
ensure

that

one or two prime contractors

be funded

26

are

base which is funded
research

Government personnel

Between Contractors:

laboratories

will

The A-109 concept
through

0

and development

production

be "smart"

buyers .

requires

that

on their

system

designs

rather

different

than the Government utilizing

contractors.

The rationale

Such a combined "system"

(1)

Contractors

will

significant

probability

to bid their

that

System (SIRCS),
implement

their

best

of the Navy's

recognized

best

ideas

realistically

transfusion

cycle.

of paper design

concepts

developed

leaked

by each competitor,

to

The problem
experienced

development

out precipitating

an atmosphere

to

stage,

technical

competitors.

of secrecy

Therefore,

concerning

which "impedes

the

research

the

'selling

of'

and development

18

as SIRCS moved into

the Navy Project

the three

proprietary

be resolicited

under

that

one "baseline

He requested

the development

open competition.

with the basic

not define

into

data .

if approved,

the Competitive

Demonstration

Manager wanted to combine the best

funded contractors

respecting

will

17

major problems

by various

Range Combat

opportunity

During the concept

features

to maintain

In addition,

conflict

is a
by a

attempt

approach."

the program and the commitment of significant

stating,

and (2)

Intermediate

an excellent

new acquisition

information

it was necessary

0

is two-fold :

if there

comprehensive

was one of the first

in the SIRCS acquisition
was found that

provides

this

of idea transference

Phase,

ideas

of several

may be produced

Shipboard

as the first

the A-109 policies,

evaluate

funds".

decision

may not be a system at all,

be reluctant

"The development

it

for this

ideas

16

competitor.

0

the best

philosophy

the characteristics

design",

funding

on this

of the baseline

This request

concepts
of course,
basis,
design

would

is in direct

of A-109 which is that

the Government

of a system in the developmental

27

of

phase and individual

contractor

However, the House-Senate
to fulfill

the "need"

concept.

Conference

ficiency

will

agr~ed

the Project

A-1O9 - perhaps

rightly

in the A-1O9 concept

noted

that

that

least

one of the "best"

Manager's

as the

this

so.

and its

concepts

"need"

was the best

way

for the baseline
Congress

failed

This indicates

a serious

de-

It

be

implementation.
in fiscal

year

was funded as a subsystem

is still

as a system.

request,

the SIRCS program was not funded

development

be developed

and funds were to be provided

By supporting

to support

concepts

a recognized

should

1979 but at
for

0

further

fact.

CONCL
USION
Does the failure
entire

of A-1O9 in SIRCS project

A-1O9 concept?

problems

with A-1O9, however,

be the death
at best.

The SIRCS project

toll

for

There are many projects

A-1O9 d id introduce
acquisition

cycle.

A- 1O9 which focus
1.

did point

the failure

A-1O9 as the life

ill

of the

out some major

of one program can hardly
of any project

competing

for

some neede d "front-end

There are three

speak

major

policy

the

is precarious
same funds.

procedure s" into
changes

init i ated

the
by

on planning:

The requirement
that the
have sole responsibility
acquisition
process for
consistent
with mission

head of the Agency/.Secretary
for approving and starting
the
only those systems which are
needs.

2.

The requirement
that needs be described
in terms of the
mission or function
to be performed rather than permitting
the department
to propose preferred
solutions
to its
mission needs.

3.

Emphasis
relianc
needs. 2

0

on explo r ing competitive
design concepts with
on industry's
innova t ion to provide mission

28

0

It can be argued

that

these

could have been implemented
a "discipline
otherwise

21

"Experience

permit

a complete

without

process

Are these

changes

with Circular
evaluation

of its
process

identification

solution

have started

took effect".
Secretary

role

until

of ensuring

OSD takes

proper

in policy

as its

its

would not have

valid?

in improving

same GAOreport,

That is,

delineation,

to prioritize

probably

As GAO

of needs and

for not taking
and clearly

own needs.

29

A-109
of the

a more

delineating
will

the

not be

the responsibility

and prioritization

agency view point

0

since

A-109 implementation

coordination,

so few

the Office

management function

to

the management

to the needs - since

DODmissions

needs based on a total

each service

value

(OSD) was criticized

23

that

- the determination

in this

"in defining

planning

However, A-109 did introduce

and none have been completed

However,

of the services".

effective

mission

22

of Defense

aggressive
roles

of the best

for "front-end"

A-109 is too new and too little

of the Defense acquisition

acquisitions

A-109.

the acquisition

occurred".

states,

0

into

requirements

rather

of

than allowing
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INTRODUCTION
In recent
enterprises

the continued

years,

has been seriously

advance of technology
continued

0

capital

growth and diversification
poses

the nation

to assist

the economy, and,
Governmental
It
shall
tive

the question

whether

small

small

on the one hand by the rapid
demand for heavy and

and on the other
of the large

its

of healthy

hand by the continuing

industrial
it

organizations.

is in the best

enterprises

to maintain

if so, what is the appropriate

interest

their

nature

This
of

place

in

and extent

of

assistance.

is the declared

be assisted

policy

and its

enterprise.

business

threatened,

and the corresponding

investment,

.development

existence

of the Congress

interests

Congress'

protected

detemination

community is clearly

stated

that

small business

to preserve

to maintain

free

a vigorous

in the Small Business

competismall

Act of 1958:

The essence of the American economic system of private
enterprise
is free competition ••••
It is the declared
policy of the Congress that the Government should aid,
counsel,
assist
and protect,
insofar as possible,
the
interests
of small-business
concerns in order to preserve
free competitive
enterprise,
to ensure that a fair
proportion
of the total purchases and contracts
for
property and services
for the Government ••• be placed
with small business enterprises.
(PL 85-536)
In discussing

0

system acquisition
small

business

in the recently

the impact of the above policy
process,

program,
enacted

focus

on the problems

officer

as a result

this

paper will

including
Public
confronting

of the small

begin with a review of the

subcontracting

Law 95-507.

on the major weapon

policy

as set

The discussion

will

forth
then

the program manager and contracting
business
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program,

followed

by a review

of the current

literature

on the subject

as to possible

so l utions

to

the problems.
Small Business

Program Background

The program for

stimulating

purchases

operates

along

three

different

to warrant

developed

with the intent

opportunity

to compete

separate

small

industry

separate

lines,

discussion.

through
each

First,

Government

sufficiently

procedures

have been

0

Government orders.
small business

PL 95-507 underscores
small

A.
concerns

of certain

importance

business

preference

specific

to small

and equal

of any size

definite

for
to

items by restricting

business.

of subcontracting

Third,

policy

as a means

Provisions

Groups of Small Firms.

and for

a fair

program objectives.

Opportunity

may form a "pool"

procurements

gives

items entirely

the

Cooperating

business

with concerns

The second approach

on these

Equal Competitive

small

in an open market

in the procurement

the competition

of achieving

of giving

for the purpose

the production

A group of small
of bidding

of any items

business

on Government

to fulfill

resulting

contracts.
B.
Source

Source Lists

System (PASS) provides

and their

capabilities.

system is available
small

business

especially
located

and Publicity.

throughout

a computerized

listing

PASS is open to all

small

In addition,

departments,

firms

the country

most procurement

maintain
for

the

36

field

purpose

Automated

of small

to any Government agency or private

sources.

military

The SBA's Procurement

offices

businesses

and use of the
firm seeking
agencies,
strategically

of acquainting

small

business

0

concerns
office

with the types
does the buying,

to take

the necessary

C.

0

of items they are buying,

steps

Notification

placed

on the source

notified

of pending

firms

and otherwise

know of all

to encourage

to be placed

small businesses

procurements.

small enterprises

on the source

of Pending Procurements.
lists,

which purchasing

By having their

are assured

To make doubly

opportunities,

lists.

of being

sure that

pending procurements

names

interested

are also

published

in the COMMERCE
BUSINESS DAILY.
D.

Screening

specialists

in the purchasing

officers

to make sure that

offices

to bid on procurements

and further

to ensure

E.

competence
F.

cases,

in which they should be interested,
are given proper consideration

concern

the concurrence

If the pre-award

is unfavorable,

of the field

the procurement

the procurement

office

the firm from consideration.

to override

of the SBA
The SBA, by law,

agency in determining

the

of a small business .
Financial

The small business
provide,

are given every

of Bids and Award of Contracts.

it can eliminate

has the authority

with the contracting

concerns

proposals

on a small business

· agency must secure
before

their

Small business

for awards.

Evaluation

survey report

that

Actions.

"WOrkclosely

small business

opportunity

in the competition

0

and Review of Purchasing

and Technical
specialist

in the bid request,

small contractors

technicians

to Small Contractors.

and the contracting
for progress

for advance payments.

and production

Assistance

small business

of the procurement
production
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may agree

payment 's or even,

Additionally,

in overcoming

officer

agencies

problems.

to

in extreme
specialists

actively

assist

Special

Preference
Special

"set-aside"
reviews

preferences

are

procedure.

the list

and responsive
his

Provisions

there

for exclusive

recurring
without

for

These are

small

of the

concerns

business

procurements

to make a determination

device
.. ; this

I f in

restricti

ng

that

this

exclusive

l y.

business

concerns,

has shown lend

may be set aside
method eliminates

each time a procurement

but all
themselves

permanently

By far
through

Policy

comes up.

(PL 95-507)

the greatest

opportunity

Government procurement

for

arises
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.

the need

The small business
preference
program has worke d
reasonably
well in directing
federal
contracts
to
small firms.
According to figures
comp iled by t he ·
SBA, the dollar amount of contracts
awarded to small
firms under the set-aside
program has steadily
risen
as government purchasing
has increased.
From fiscal
1974 through 1978, the amount of contracts
awarded to
small bu sinesses
under the prog r am rose from $2.3
billion
to $4.4 billion.
Altoge t her, the government
boug ht $19.2 billion
worth of goods and serv i ces
from small business
in 1978, up from $10.3 billion
in 1974. That's an increase
from 22.2 per cent of all
government purchases
to 24.4 per cent.
(7:
pp. 567-8)
Subcontracting

0

be set asid e by a contracting

which experience

to the use of this

reaso nable

would not prejudice

concerns

of items

set-asides

that

he public l y declares

among small

known as "class

officer

same item.

to indicate

competition

procurements
difficulty

business

of the Government,

is "set-aside"

th rough the

which have submitted

procurements

to small

Not only may individual
o fficer

firms

were enough such firms

solely

interests

to smal l industry

procedur e , the contracting

of small business

the competition

procurement

In this

bids on previous

judgment

the best

given

assisting

small

business

in the fie ld of subcontra c ting.

0

This is especially
system.

true

when the procurement

The old subcontracting

could best
agreed

be described

to do the best

program,

as a "best

0

Carter

that

on October

business

promise.

contracts

contracts

business

will

Law 95-507,
at assuring

performance

and

was being

a growth of small

opportunity"

offeror.

government

and the contractor

require

in Government contracts.

plans

That plan will

submitted

in value

by small
In addition,

(or $1,000,000
small disadvan-

by the prospective

then be negotiated

to achieve

in order

for participation

small business/

the

to the "fullest

of the contract"

between the

the most effective

utilization

community in subcontracting.

The scope of major weapon system subcontracting,

0

business

signed by President

over $10,000 will

have contractual

successful

to the small business

Prime contractors

to see if anything

in excess of $500,000

subcontracting

of the small business

program.

to small businesses

small business

in construction)
taged

all

"maximum practicable

negotiated

under 1963 legislation,

in subcontracting.

with efficient

and disadvantaged
all

Public

to award subcontracts

consistent

to assure

glance

24, 1978, is directed

Under PL 95-507,

extent

a major weapon

they could for small and minority

participation

contractor

created

efforts"

the Government took an occasional
done to fulfill

involves

community,

is highlighted

as it relates

by the following

examples:
On the F-15 program, McDonnell Douglas indicated
that 1,650 of the 3,000 subcontractors
are small •
••• Prior to cancellation
of the B-1 program,
Rockwell International
indicated
that 4,000 of their
5,500 subcontractors
were small business;
and on the
B-1 avionics program, Boeing indicated
that 297 of
485 subcontractors
were small business.
(8:41)
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Socio-Economic

Program Pro blem Areas

While the procureme n t process
the implementation

of socio-economic

above may create
officer.

problems

to subcontracting

doing

business

areas

are discussed

with

report

Recently,
that

it

to the point

process

the acquisition

(b) the likelihood

obj e ctives

motive;

0

(c) the

to the detriment

(d) prime contractor
an d (e)

Each of these

effect

and the addition
of threatening
the results

and the Executive
and their

In fact,

Presently,

standards

process

programs

procurement

mission;

industry.

t y of overloading

with each other;

socio-economic

"The cumulative

Congress

recommended .

discussed

resis-

the risk

potential

of

problem

Overlo a d

GAO, in reviewing

procurement

for

below .

to Congress:

overburden

possibili

the Commission on Government

on the procurement

vehicle

the policies

of inefficiency;

due to the profit
small

Process

In 1972,

the

conf l ict

system acquisition

tance

Procurement

(a)

will

of overemphasizing

of the primary

programs,

to the point

programs

a powerful

the program manager and contracting

include :

process

socio-economic

possibility

noted

for

Such problems

the procurement
that

provides

the Government

of programs

already

of those

Branch

have failed

government

contractors

could

to study

its

reliance

the
had
on the

objectives.

programs

from promoting

imposed

repor t ,

as the Commission

has increased

in a

(11:111)

of th e Commission's

ranging

40

contemplated

breakdown."

socio-economic

over 40 socio-economic

to requiring

stated

administration,

to accomplish

process

Procurement

are

superimposed

on

humane slaughtering
to take

affirmative

action

0

to hire

and promote more minorities,

persons.

Implementation

detailed

procedures

of these

which often

Government and contractor
Lorette,

0

degraded

(5:81)

(GS-14 through

prescribe

behavior

for both

to Hampton and

environment
process

is a typical

secretaries)

through

morale and efficiency

in the acquisition

assistant

is accomplished
specific

doubt that

The following

and handicapped

According

by the chaotic

program implementation
today."

programs

organizations.

"There can be little

been seriously

women, veterans

of socio-economic
as we know it

response

interviewed

have

from managers

by Hampton and

Lorette:
We're catching hell from all directions
- from
SBA, from minority business types, labor surplus
advocates,
women in business,
etc,
Everybody's
unhappy, because we're not setting
aside enough.
All the interest
groups are fighting
for the
same piece of pie.
(5:82)
Conflicting

Socio-Economic

In 1978, GAOnoted

Programs
"A major problem is that

in the Congress with jurisdiction
various

socio-economic

passed

with a choice.
legislation

0

If there

Conflicts

is a conflict

firms

type of business

As a result,
agencies

is no committee
and the
two laws are

are often

faced

between the implementing

program and the procurement

statutes,

precedence?
may also

the Government's

minority

(12:22)

in the executive

for a socio-economic

which law takes

that

over both procurement

programs."

and decision-makers

there

exist

policy

and companies

within

major programs.

is to give preference
in areas

is to be favored

to small businesses,

of high unemployment.

over another?

41

It is clear

But which

How does a procurement

officer

decide

whet her to set

or to r eserve

it

for

small

and firms

in labor-surplus

The chief

procurement

aside

a contract

companies,
areas?

official

for minority

irrespective

of minority

The law is silent

of a major

businesses

procuring

status,

on these
agency

questions.

states:

There seems to be more emphasis now on helping
minority
firms than small businesses
generally.
But I really don ' t know what percentage
of our business
should go t o each program - and I don't think anyone
else does either.
(7:567)
Dangers o f Overemphasizing

Socio-Economic

There is a possibility
objectives
protect

national

within

available

security

procurements
that

under

insufficient

exist.

anticipate
possibility

competition

that

exists

Taking this

a sole-source
for

firms

basis

goals?

businesses

problem a step

allowed

supplies

will

will

Morris

indicated

Questal

it

provides

42

is expected

through

be proper

or minority

contract

can be shown
to
such

and the
the absence

(10:90)

would it

even though ample potential
Would the Defense

it

prospective

be displaced,

business."

to a small

all

manager can

increase

further,

established

to compete for

"The acquisition

of large

if the prime contractor

contracting

unless

to

equipment

policy

businesses

program costs

pressures

of the best

to reserve

were also

to Sullivan,

mission:

officer

among small

to award a subcontract

the requirement?

action

large

that

procurement

subcontracting

small

a number of former

of the competitive

contractor

Revised

$10,000 for

According

socio-economic

by the acquisition

the contracting

Previously,

purchases.

of the primary

resources.

by PL 95-507 requires

Objectives

of overemphasizing

to the detriment

0

competition
auditor

for

a prime

business

on

existed
approve

this

was necessary

to achieve

the following

opinion

:

sub-

0

While we expect the contractor
to pursue energetically
his obligation
to maximize subcontract
awards to
small and minority business,
we do not believe that
this subcontracting
clause gives him license
to
abandon normal competitive
practices
which wuld
significantly
increase
governmental costs.
(6:9)
Prime Contractor

0

to Subcontracting

Policy

Both the program manager and contracting

officer

encounter

Resistance

strong

, subcontracting

policy.

are organized
for a return

resistance

for profit,
on their

costs

records,

their

investments.

The significant

preparation

have high hopes
effort

necessary

subcontracting

of the subcontracting

and report

prime contractors

stockholders

to comply with revised

the preparation

required

and that

plan,

will

to

to the Government's

must be remembered that

It

for prime contractors
through

by prime contractors

can expect

policy

maintenance

be reflected

of

in increased

for manpower and program data.
Additionally,

profit

the knowledge that

to a prime contractor

definite

influence

According

for

subcontracted

on the contractor's

to Agapos,

a rational

the Government frowns on allowing
wrk

no doubt

has a

major management decisions.

management would take

the following

To maximize its profits,
management would
laterally
expand by reducing the amount of
subcontracting.
In effect,
when a company
knows it will be limited
to a certain
small
percentage
of profit,
the only way for it to
maximize profits
is to expand its total business
volume.
(1:72)

0
The Rist

Factor

Historically,
technology.
National
originated

small

firms

Of 300 significant
Science

Foundation

in American

small

have operated
world inventions

study,

astonishingly

enterprises.
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on the frontiers
identified

of
by a

more than half

However,

the anticipated

action:

benefits

to be derived

matched by significant
small

enterprise

being

risk

than

the largest

wit h small

imperative

officer

that

is more exposed

if he selects

a large

company that

Stewart

time between

up with a promising

process
innovative

ready to be marketed.

Singer

a small

firm that

There's

factor

that

less

identified

the time a small

idea and the time

explains,

small business.

fails.

Another

are assuming

0

risk
by

firm comes

the item is

and Recommendations

Hampton and Lorette
collection

that

of the

(9:14)

The overwhelming

a small

firms.

if he chooses

(7 :568)

is t he longer

officers

works against

in going with the big firm ."

Solutions

are usually

the -very life

and co ntracting

when dealing

a bureaucratic

A procurement
fails

risks;

program managers

of this

"There's

advancements

.

Therefore,
a portion

from technological

majority

support

the basic

of socio-economic
business

component

minority-owned

and to grow into
The questions
and doubts

firms
strong,

concerning

employees

concepts

programs.

healthy,
arise

be helped

interviewed

underlying

"They are

in our free-enterprise
should

and problems

of Federal

the current

in favor

of maintaining

economy;

they agree

to get a start

competitive

in business

organizations."

from the means to achieve

the cost-effectiveness

by

of current

(5 :86)
these

goals

socio-economic

0
programs.
Any list
largely

ignored

Procurement

of solutions

or recommendations

recommendations

should

begin with

made by the 1972 Commission

on Government

:

Recommendation

A-43.

Establish

a comprehensive

44

three

program for

legislative
social

and executive

branch reexamination

and economic programs applied

administrative

practices

followed

Recommendation A-44.
which social

to the procurement

in their

process

and the

application.

and economic programs are applied

menting social

range of

Raise to $10,000 the minimum level

Recommendation A-45.

0

of the full

Consider

and economic goals

to the procurement

means to make the costs

through

at

the procurement

process.

of imple-

process

more

visible.
RecoJID11endationA-45 clearly
question

raised

above.

addresses

the cost-effectiveness

Expanding the thought,

Hampton and Lorette

explain:
••• a more careful analysis must be conducted prior
to implementation
of socio-economic
programs through
the acquisition
process, to ensure that program
objectives
are attainable
at an acceptable
cost.
This would require an evaluation
of both benefits
and costs when making the implementation
decision.
(5:85)
Based on past history

and current

economic programs on the acquisition
increase

in the future.

and development
increasing
programs

criticism

a larger

role

time,

trained

functions,

In addition,

acquisition

of research

is coming under

As the impact of socio-economic
process

of national
offices

responsible

a comprehensive

to

to other

major weapon

the program manager can expect

in the implementation

personnel

can be expected

awarded to small business

in the Congress.

In view of the above,

the impact of socio-

the small percentage

expands from the procurement

system acquisition

0

process

For example,

contracts

trends,

solely

training

to assume

socio-economic

should be staffed
for socio-economic

policy.

with fullprograms.

program should be developed

45

for

the purpose

of acquainting

considerations

program personnel

and enlisting

their

support

with

socio-economic

to achieve

socio-economic

program objectives.
Sullivan

provides

the fol l owing brief

summary:

The future depends upon the acquisition
manager
assuming a larger
role in the implementation
of
national
socio-economic
policy.
The track record
of success in technoligical
advances indicates
that
the capability
and determination
necessary
to
achieve these objectives
already
exist.
It is
time to recognize,
if it has not be recognized
already,
that the nation is depending upon federal
contracts
to f urther its social objectives.
Now is the time
to take a more active
part in seeing that these
ex pecta t ions a re met.
(10:95)

0

0
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procedures
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INTRODUCTION
In recent
costs

there

of weapons systems.

(GAO) report
Systems",

0

years,

entitled

the rising

costs

impact on this

,emphasis

being placed

it

import taxes

is imperative

reduce

acquisition

funds appropriated
our country's

combat capabilities.

and across

the budget

the board cuts

contracting

personnel

current

within

multiyear
1960's,

in Federal

of the

deal of potential

(MYC).

Since it was first

annual

for cutting

Federal

agencies

adopted

in the early

purchases

is

of dollars

of supplies

and

would have costs.

Advocates

of multiyear

contracting,

including

.Accounting Office,

Department

Procurement

(OFPP) and many prominent

Policy

of Defense,

out of Government,

claim that

will

lower acquisition

significantly

(2) taking

to

and improving

the use of MYChas saved the Government millions

services

spending,

make every effort

of Defense and other

when compared to what repetitive

0

the imposition

capabilities.

the Department

contracting

through

operations

One method which has shown a great
costs

Office

With the growing

so as to allow maximum utiliZation

for sustaining

Defense

Accounting

of weapons systems are having an increasingly

country's

costs

over the high

To Reducing The Costs Of Weapons

on balancing

that

concern

As was noted in a General

"Impediments

adverse

of oil

has been increased

advantage

increased

of economies

the Office

of Federal

individuals,

use of multiyear

costs
of scale,
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the General

both in and
contracting

by (1) encouraging
(3) encouraging

competition,
standardization

and (4) reducing

administrative

costs

throughout

the acquisition

process.
On the other
that

hand,

critics

economic instability,

and Congress's

method of contracting

program instability,

reluctance

year contracting

of this

technological

to pass legislation

authority

make increased

argue

granting

change

general

use of multiyear

multi-

contracting

0
impractical

in today's

The purpose
multiyear
faced

environment.

of this

contracting,

by contracting

(2} awarding

paper is to discuss

placing

emphasis

personnel

in (l}

and administering

the major aspects

of

on some of the problems
determining

multiyear

when to use MYCand

contracts.

Background
Multiyear
planned

future

the total

contracting

is a method of combining

requirements

funds available

into

These repetitive

up costs,

continuity

over a period

gained

through

expenses

ignored

to achieve

the economies

achieved

disregarded

of these
opinion

savings

cost

through
that

in increased

basis.
requiring

production
could

be

0

administrative

process.

savings.

has not been determined,

amongst researchers,

for items

savings

and resulted

the acquisition

substantial

having

in the early

on an annual

competition

Through the use of MYC, the DOD, through
able

without

of Defense

requirements

to restrict

of time,

standardization

throughout

by the Department

most of its

buys tended

high start

action,

and

at the time of award.

Before MYCwas adopted
1960 1 s, the DODpurchased

one contractual

present

organizations

50

the years,

Although
it

has been

the eKact amount

is the general

and auditors

consensus

of

who have studied

MYCthat

these

savings

For example,

significant.

according

to the Commission on Government Procurement,

the Department

of Defense

had estimated

of $52 million

(exclusive

of Government administrative

1968-1973 resulting

the period

0

are

More recent

(1:200)

Office

have also

studies

annual

savings

by the General

significant

savings

in excess

savings)

from the use of multiyear
conducted

identified

cost

in

contracts.

Accounting

attributed

to the use

of MYC. (2:7)
Even though MYChas shown enormous potential
and achieving
extent

possible.

is closely
tions

other

benefits,

multiyear

be used for

purchasing

priations.

Since

funding,

could

all

may not,

limitation

with

regula-

two exceptions,

funded by annual

are

fullest

the use of MYC

Under current

and services

Federal

achieve

contracts,

pass legislation

appro-

the most prevalent

has greatly

In fact,

it

allowing

restricted

authority

Reform Act,

S-5,

better

in addition

benefits

form of
the use

use for all

and no-year
giving

annual

Federal

agencies

for the

use

Congress

appropriations

to be acted

general

in the Federal

lmown as the Chiles
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increased

as

appropriations.

has been included

1979 and is still

to the Department

from the

would make "good sense"
its

legislation

contracting

agencies,

substantial

well as for multiple-year

in January

process.

appropriations
this

is that

to the

costs

contracts.

of multiyear

0

this

contracts

supplies

annual

Assuming that
of Defense,

for

to the appropriations

and statutes,

of multiyear

has not been utilized

The major reason

tied

Congressional

it

for cutting

Bill,

upon.

multiyear

Acquisition

which was introduced

to

However, based on past
the Congress,
will

for fear

ever grant

over this

loss

(Virginia),

this

of losing
authority

of control

it

is extremely

control

over annual

to Federal

agencies.

was expressed

Committee,

H.R. 15789, which was later
are as follows:

unlikely

during

Congress'

for

testimony

to become P.L.

that

appropriations,

by Congressman

then Chairman of the Subcommittee

House Armed Services

remarks

history,

concern

Porter

Special

Hardy,

Investigations,

pr i or to passage

90-378,

Jr.

Congressman

0

of

Porter ' s

(8:7545)

"And I think you folks should have gotten a little
bit of a feel of some of the doubts that we have about
this legislation,
and some of the feeling
which I
believe the entire
committee shares that this is typical
of what all agencies
of the Government do; they come
up here and ask for everything
they think they've got
any chance of getting
so that they will have complete
latitude
to do as they please."
"And I think you ought to bear in mind that we
want to keep a little
bit more string on this thing
than you have provided here and you'd better
give a
little
thought to it, and if you have any recommendations as to how we can do what we would like to have
them."
Prior

to Congressman

had provided
authority.

testimony
After

to include

his

only those

the District

in support
comments,
areas

of Columbia,

It can therefore
control

over annual

multiyear
still
savings

contracts.

exists

a great

through

Porter's

comments,
of general

DODmodified

falling

outside

which later

be concluded
appropriations

increased

use of MYC.
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legislation

the 48 contiguous

may continue

of potential

of Defense

contracting

the proposed

Congress'

as will

Department

multiyear

became P.L.
that

Nevertheless,
deal

the

and

0

90-378.
fear

of losing

to restrict

be discussed

for achieving

states

the use of
below,

significant

there
cost

Policy

and Procedures
It

is the general

the use of multiyear
As defined

contractual
.award.

in DAR paragraph
present

future

having

Under this

method,

for DODactivities,

to cover

the first

year's

contract

requirements

requirements

In the event

to the availabili~y

succeeding

the contractor

is protected

the contractor

for

year's

program year

the Government provides

and for

costs

the prices
for

provision,

included

funds

to buying
stated

future

are not approved

by a cancellation

the unrecovered

are

1:39)

of funds

programs

one

quantities

and commits itself

in the quantities

subject

that

is awarded,

is a
into

the applicable
(3:

1:39)

at the time of

contract

Plan.

(3:

contracting

requirements

with

to encourage

possible.

funds available

in accordance

year's

in the contract,

cancelled

total

in the DOD Five Year Defense

When a multiyear

years.

or funded,

which reimburses

in the prices

for

the

items.

Multiyear
ing officer

0

multiyear

without

as reflected

contract

1-322,

and planned

for and financed

of Defense

to the maximum extent

action

budgeted

future

of the Department

contracting

method of combining

0

policy

contracts

notifies

the contractor

performance

contracting

for

officer

in the contract,
program year.
In general,

are considered

any subsequent

fails
that

(3:

that

to notify

funds

cancelled
funds

when (1) the contract-

are not available

for

program year or (2) the

the contractor,

by a date

have been made available

for

specified

the subsequent

1:45)
use of multiyear

funded by multiple-year

contracting

appropriations
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(for

is authorized
the length

for programs

of obligational

authority),

no-year

by statuatory

provisions,

of specified

services

of Columbia (P.L.
services

appropriations

outside

90-378)

(for

for the purchase

of requirements

to DARparagraph
inequities,

(1)

its

consideration

effect

on production

than

use.

(4) awards

of economic price

adjustments

MYCat the subcontractor
One area
establish
major

may still

appropriate

criteria

of which items
According

faced

should

of Columbia),

not met.

in an effort

of the

cancellation

procedures
provided
"learning

or to
for
curve"

ceilings,

and proposals

source"

to either

(2) the

on factors

contractors,

(5) the use

and (6) the use by prime contractors

be deficient

to che latest
17 September

deals

of

with the need to

for use of MYC. Historically,

by contracting

be used when it

0

by annual

are

revisions

Officer

of bids

personnel

should be purchased

in DAC 76-20 dated

91-142)

has made many revisions

Some of these

to "sole

(P.L.

and

level.

that

problems

funded

improved contracting

(3) the evaluation

price,

housing

contracts

Contracting"

when determining

of supplies

and the District

service

by the Contracting

use of options,
other

for

contracting

of the Five Year Defense

the DAR committee

provide

increased

states

covered

and the District

contracting

for programs

for

1-322 "Multiyear

states

of public

in excess

criteria

Through the years,

encourage

however,

the 48 contiguous

Plan or when specified

correct

and operation

situations

for multiyear

the 48 contiguous

and for multiyear

is not to be used,

·appropriations

special

such as is the case

for the maintenance
It

and for

using

revision

relates

to the determination

MYC.
to the DAR, which was included

1979, the multiyear

is determined

one of the

that:
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contracting

(3:1-322.1)

method

0

(1) the Government need for the supplies
or services being
acquired over the period of the contract
is reasonably
firm and continuing;
and
(2) such a contract
will serve the best interest
of the
Government by encouraging
effective
competition
or promoting economics in performance and operation.
Although
with a great

0

the above stated

deal

of flexibility

appears,

based on findings

officers

require

a contracting

items

in determining
will

of this

officer

for MYCuse,

made by the GAOand others,

more guidance

section

provide

in selecting

This problem and others
the "Problems"

criteria

that

it

contracting

when to use MYC.

be discussed

in greater

detail

in

paper.

Advantages
Through the use of multiyear
found that

it

can receive

purchasing

supplies

significant

and services

reasons

why contractors

will

contracts

(1) reduce

uncertainty

economies

of scale

through

stability

of labor

forces

contractor's

especially
this

method,

and other
period

for those

continuity

in production

training

The many

are because

business,

of production,

contracting

also

items which involve

non-recurring

basis.

such reductions
as to future

when compared to

multiyear

(2) provide
(3) provide

for

greater

costs

and (4) reduce

increases

competition,

the

requirements.

contractors

of time),

on a repetitive

offer

administrative

the Government has

cash discounts

and reduce

The use of multiyear

0

contracting,

are allowed
costs

thereby

might have.

high start-up

to amortize

over a larger

reducing
Needless

any price
to say,
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costs.

Under

the cost of equipment

number of units
advantages

(or longer

a firm already

the use of multiyear

contracting
also

not only

provides

even better

A third

advantage

in increased

of equipment

the Government

savings

increased

gained

prospects

to MYC is that

from the
itself

costs,

administrative

or eliminate

to achieve

in logistics
saying

of

0

significant

support

that

·is one of the major

detailed

costs

the potential

benefits

to a substantial

expenses.

repetitive

procurement

of cost/price
tions

lead

Not only

many of the pre-award

subsequent

of contractual

buys (i.e.,

requests,

analysis,

actions

to be

conduct
documents,

if the contractor

does not experience

Another
increase

preparation

etc.},

and effort

in

does MYCeither

reduce

and processing

of solicitations,

of negotiations/bid

costs

performance

reduction

which would be required

preparation

in administrative

services

increased

over a period

in a position

result

from the use of MYC.

Government

capital

but

use should

By purchasing

It goes without

standardization

its

same contractor

and operation
areas.

to compete,

lower prices.

of equipment.

The use of MYCcan also

for

an opportunity
for

attributed

finds

in training

and in many other
for

more firms

standardization

quantities
time,

gives

but it

of

performance

openings,

also

leads

to a reduction

at the ACO and DCAAlevel,
any major

prepara-

problems

especially

during

the

of the contract.
major

benefit

in contractor
equipment .

0
of MYC is

productivity
As noted

to be purchased

its

through

previously,

under multiyear

to the award of the contract.

that

use should

increased

prices

In view of the fact

S6

to an

investment

for all

contracts

lead

goods and

are established
that

in

prior

the Government

makes a commitment to the contractor
services
charges

in the event

himself

in the position

saving

0

over an extended

equipment,

period

of time,

to increase

without

his

incurring

in capital

equipment
subsequent

places

his

ducts

include

or services

incidence

finds

by investing

the contractor

in labor

normally

increased

investment

in a better

position

to

a great

which will,

deal

of incentive

in the long run,

to

benefit

both

and the Government.

Other benefits
contracts

profits

Furthermore,

is given

productivity,

the contractor

the contractor

contracts.

Thus, the contractor
increase

goods and
for cancellation

the amount of risk

with Government business.
also

these

and provides

funds are not authorized,

associated

compete for

to purchase

that

may be gained

(1) improvement
being

provided

of contractor

through

the use of multiyear

in the overall

quality

and (2) potential

of the pro-

reduction

in the

"Buy Ins".

Disadvantages
As can be seen,
use of multiyear
discounts

contracting.

from contractors,

competition,

0

ductivity,

increased
all

As was noted

are many advantages
Not only can its
but it can also

standardization

advantages,

in a General

And Services",

there

however,

Accounting

Should Be Given Multiyear
are at least

associated

Office
Contracting

four major
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with

use lead

provide

for

and increased

of which are major DODpolicy

Along with these

Agencies

there

the

to significant
increased

contractor

pro-

objectives.
come some disadvantages.
report

entitled

Authority
"pitfalls"

"Federal
For Supplies

associated

with

MYC. These are:

(2 : 14/ 15)

1.

The savings potential
in multiyear
contracting
could
be offset
by inflation
and/or the cost of administering
any contractual
,provisions
for price adjustments.

2.

Agencies could be locked into prices that may subsequently decrease
(because of an economic downturn or
technological
breakthrough).

3.

Effective
competition
may in some cases actually
decrease due to production
advantages
enjoyed by the
contractor
who has been awarded the initial
multiyear
contract.

4.

Early :termination
of multiyear
contracts
would require
the payment of cancellation
charges which may offset
savings.

Even though

the above listed

disadvantages

when making a decision

as to whether

general

the advantages

agreement

advantages.

This

in the position
of multiyear
Problems

is especially

to achieve

or not to use MYC, there
of MYCfar

true

cost

personnel.

it can also

These problems

of multiyear

contracts;

and (5) source

selection.

Each of these
of discussion,
tion

gra n ting

savings

contracts

through

problem areas

it will
general

dis itself

the use

relate

wi l l be addressed
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many
to

to (1) the determination

of accurate

(1) Congress

contracting

a great

a number of problems

authority

0

requirements;

(4) the determination

be assumed t hat
multiyear

can provide

present

of when to use MYC; (2) the establishment

ceilings;

its

Personnel

the u se of multiyear

s to the Government,

(3) funding

outweigh

is

where the Government finds

signi f icant

Fac ed By Contracting

contracting

must be considered

contracts.

Although
benefit

that

0

below.

of cancellation

For purposes

has passed
to Federal

legislaagencies,

(2) the Government

is purchasing

(3) more than one contractor
purchased

(i.e.,

Determination

adequate

entitled

competition

study

conducted

"Implementation

found that
determination
was reached
42 multiyear

is capable

rather

than

services

of manufacturing

the

and
item to be

exists).

of When to Use MYC

In an early

0

supplies

the biggest

Status

by the Logistics
- Multiyear

problem

faced

making the following

contracts

Procurement",

by contracting

of when to use multiyear
after

Management Institute

awarded prior

it was

officers

contracting.

This

observation

during

to June 1964:

is the
conclusion
a review

of

(4:46)

It is clear that (MYC) has been utilized
for the purchase
of many different
types of items and for procurements
of items of vastly varying degrees of military
design,
start-up
costs,
competition,
design stability
and production
history.
It was used for commercial and near-commercial
items for which there was little
or no start-up
cost.
It
was used for a sole source negotiation.
It was used for
an item whose design, while stable at the initiation
of
the (MYC), was approaching
obsolescence
early in the
life of the contract.
It was used for items which were
being procured competitively
for the first
time and for
items for which the (MYC) represented
the initial
production.
It was used solely for standardization
purposes.
It was used to resolve peculiar
funding problems ••••••
Through the years,
order

0

to improve multiyear

guidance
using

many revisions

to contracting

MYC. While these

and increase

its

use for

appears,

based on recent

officers

are

still

have been made to the DAR in

contracting

officers

in selecting

revisions
those

items

fullest

scope of MYC

costs,

area,

more

for purchase

the

start-up

in this

MYCup to its
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suitable

to define

with high

conducted

and to provide

items

have tended

research

not utilizing

techniques

that

potential.

it
contracting
(5:7)

As noted
multiyear

previously,

cont .racts

are also

for

many benefits

low start-up

costs

continuity

there
items

with high start-up

to be gained

where decided

over an extended

In a survey

costs

as suitable

guidelines

for the use of . MYC.

This conclusion

criteria

was also

to determine

It

that

will

is apparent

assist

contracting

for purchase
multiyear
problems

using

it was found that

military

using

reached

items with

MYC. (5:7)

by the GAOwho, after
OFPP (1) develop

method and (2) require
criteria

the establishment

is in effect

surface

0
personnel,

when these

officers

from production

is a need to establish

are met.

of appropriate

in determing

MYC. Nevertheless,

contract
could

there

contracting

agency officials

with

of time.

of MYC, recommended that

for use of this

However, there

MYCfor equipment

may be gained

for purchase

that

to the use of

costs.

(1 of 50) considered

one to conclude

review

benefits

period

"10Uld lead

extensive

by using

taken of SO contracting

only 2% of the respondents
low start-up

are many advantages

This
better

making an
appropriate
responsible
(2:19)
criteria

which items are suitable

by virtue

of the fact

over an extended

period

which are beyond the control

that

of time,

a
many

of contracting

personnel.

0

A case
a major piece
design
changes

in point

of electronics

is unstable
are

is when a contracting

later

or,

considers

purchasing

gear under a multiyear

contract.

If the

for any number of other

required,

may not be achieved.

officer

the benefits

As one issues

paper
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reasons,

of using

significant

a multiyear

on the subject

contract

has noted:

(6:G-16)

Technological
change in some areas,
such as electronics
is so rapid that a system could be obsolete
if it was
produced (over a period of time) with no changes.
However,
even if a (multiyear
contract)
is in force, the cost of
any proposed change in design is negotiated
in a sole
source environment.
Over time, the configuration
and
cost of a particular
system can change significantly.
Such changes substantially
alter
the impact of the
original
all-or-nothing
buy out competition
on system
price,
and thus make the original
investment
in competition less worthwhile.

0

Other factors
changes

in mission

which could
requirements

which are extremely
officer

to anticipate

Establishment

awarding

not only determine

deal

especially

received

and/or

funding

priorities,

if not

impossible

contracts,

the quantity

of items

items

are

and extensive

contracting

officer

negotiating

reductions

established

a price

both of

for a contracting
contract.

contracting

This requires

coordination

requirements

with

with a "sole

a great
personnel,

is cut back,

in the precarious

source"

based on the forces

the

of the contract.

or if a program

once again

must

but also

to be delivered.

are overstated
is placed

officers

to be purchased,

in view of the long term nature

If requirements

from MYCinclude

Requirements

multiyear

by which these
of planning

benefits

to the award of a multiyear

of Accurate

Before

dates

difficult

offset

contractor,

the

position
who has

of competition

and has planned

0
his

production

established

schedule

borrowed
quantities

quantities

and delivery

dates

in the contract.

The contractor
personnel,

based on the

may have increased

awarded contracts
money to finance
are

reduced,

for
his

long

operations.

the contractor,
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his capacity,
- lead

of

hired

time material
In any event,

additional
and/or

if contract

now in a sole-source

position,

may be expected

to use his bargaining

position

possible

to not on l y receive

incurred

(some of which are not reimbursable),

his

pr ofit

forces

margins

reimbursement

which may have

to the maximum extent

for the expense

initially

but also

he has

to increase

been established

by the

of competition.
On the other

officer

will

and will

on his

hand,

the resultan

now producing

superior

the

researcher

problem

of establishing

pricing

provisi

contract

that

difficulty

are understated,

Prob l ems with

problem

of multiyear

specific

problems
in

the

is

solution

to include

so l icitation

variable

quantity

and in the multiyear

bids/proposals,

it will

as a result

to this

this

increases

the

help overcome

of the need to change

some of
quantities

of performance.

funding

from a delay

even though

most like l y win the award based

Although

Funding Mult i year

A third

expenses,

awarded.

may arise

the period

for a new "procurement"

one possible

requirements

subsequently

that

the contracting

position.

' s opinion,

o f evaluating

the problems

item will

ons in the original
is

actions

t administrative

competitive

In this

during

if requirements

pro bably have t o initiate

incur

contractor

0

area

faced

contracts.
will

Contracts
by contracting

personnel

For purposes

of discussion,

be discussed.

funding

They are

authorization

(1)

relates
only

proble:ns

and (2) problems

to the
two

resulting

faced

in funding

cancell a t i on charges.
As noted

ocligated
funding

until

previously,
the start

authorization

funds

for multiye~r

of each program year.

has been delayed,
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contracts

are not

In the event

as has been the case

that

a

for the

0

past

two years,

program will

0

the contracting

be authorized

contract.

Even if there

authorized

and funded,

the contracting

work until

the

funding

authorization

itself

in violation

agency may find

possibility

that

which may reduce

is little

A delay
a contractor
cellation

in the receipt
to extricate

the contract

and/or

in the
be

may not authorize
Otherwise,

of the Anti-Deficiency
continue

the
the

Act.

work and risk

the

or he can stop work,

supposed

of a funding
himself

to be achieved

happen

authorization

from the contract
with the contract's

if the contractor

for a number of other

problem

to pay for

cancelled.

faced

through

could

also

and receive

allow

can-

cancellation
were losing

reasons,

unnecessarily

tie

funding

charges

money on

did not desire

.

The rationale

which could

in view of the fact

especially
of multiyear

contracts

fund cancellation

there

of cancellation

up funds

are

ever

that

behind

to

would,

would severely

reduce

is

to
these

in most cases,
purposes,

only a small

Furthermore,

securing

a program

not funding

be used for other

historically,
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that

with

is no requirement

ceilings

cancelled.

ceilings

Manager deals

in the event

regulations,

ceilings

is that

by a PCO/Project

cancellation

Under current

fund cancellation

to fully

set forth

to work.

Another

ceilings

officer

are

the

the program will

is received.

that

in accordance

This could

funds

that

that

contracts.

provisions.

continue

date

not be authorized,

the benefits

charges

doubt

he can either

funds will

the use of multiyear

can not be assured

by the notification

As for the contractor,

0

officer

percentage

a requirement
the effectiveness

of MYCas an acquisition
Public

tool

Law 90-378,

by discouraging

which,

as noted

the authori t y to award multiyear
for services
that

performed

if funds

fiscal
original

available

obligated,

authority

for

assuming
these

is

he will

either

purposes

or find

some other

As part
Accounting

of its

Office

cancellation

legislation

Determination

State~,

"provides

in subsequent

concemed

gen eral

MYC

the Program Manager may have
from Congress,

on multiyear

recommended that

0

and not ot herwise

funds

if the cancellFor smal ler

limit).
slated

for other

means to pay for the cancellation
contracting,

OFPP provide

charges.

the General

for

the payment of

(2:19)

of Cancellation

The importance

Ceilings

of determining

ceilings

for multiyear

ceilings

represent
for

approp r iations

from appropriations

allowing

have to reprogram

report

costs.

United

(up to a $5 million

amounts,

annual

DOD with

payment" . (2 : 18)

same provisions,

significant

provides

from appropriations

for

a supplementa l appropriation

charge

contractor

the contract,

that

(2:18)

the contract

fo r the type of service

contains

to request

using

can be paid

or from funds appropriated

Therefore,

ation

costs

l y made available

currently

contracts

outs i de the contiguous

cancellation

use,

previously,

are not made availa bl e for

yea-rs,

its

contracts

fair
relates

the Government's

his unrecovered

funds ar e not made available

and reasonable
to the fact

that

commitment to reimburse

nonrecurring
for

cancellation

succeeding

cancellation
the

costs

in the event

that

years

program requirements.

0

According
of factors
this

to DAR, the contracting

when determining

paragraph

reads

cancellation

as follows:

must consider

ceilings.

a number

More specifically,

(3:l-322.2c)

In determining
cancellation
ceilings,
the contracting
officer
must estimate reasonable
preproduction
or
startup,
labor learning,
and other nonrecurring
costs
to be incurred by an "average" prime or subcontractor
•.•
They include such costs as the following,
where
applicable:
plant or equipment relocation
or rearrangement;
special tooling and special test
equipment; preproduction
engineering;
initial
rework;
initial
spoilage;
pilot runs; allocable
portions
of
the costs of facilities
to be acquired or established
for the conduct of the work; costs incurred for the
assembly, training
and transportation
of a specialized
work force to and from the job site; and unrealized
labor learning.
They shall not include any costs of
labor or materials,
or other expenses (except as
indicated
above), which might be incurred for performance of subsequent program year requirements •••

0

In view of the many factors
determination
officers

firmly

of appropriate

advertised

established

the sending

difficult

contracts

(unless

by guesswork.

later

the majority

(4:64)

the establishment

task.

by contracting

This is especially

amended before

Later

by the Logistics
of cancellation

research

of cancellation

only with difficulty.

If the cancellation
itself

ceilings

the

true

ceilings

are

bid opening)

prior

to

out of IFBs.

it was found that

accomplished

must be considered,

where cancellation

In the MYCstudy conducted

that

that

cancellation

can be an extremely

for formally

0

officer

to paying

excess

ceilings

Management Institute,
ceilings

conducted
ceilings

in this

were established
area

concluded

were considered

to be

(5:9)
are too high,

cancellation

costs.
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the Government exposes

On the other

hand,

if the

cancellation

ceilings

petition.

are

too low, the Government may restrict

As one author

has noted:

com-

(7:XV7)

If the cancellation
ceiling
is too low, this benefits
only contractors
who are already
in production
of the
same or similar
items or who already have a large
portion of the facilities
and tooling
required
to
produce the item.
Too low a cancellation
ceiling
may eliminate
from the competition
firms which,
while having high start up costs,
may be efficient
producers
who could furnish
the Government the
items at a lower overall multi-year
price.
Needless
of available

to say,
data

of appropriate

in order

he could

receive

feedback

from interested

ing officer's

cancellation

proposed

should

prove

with this
provisions,

multiyear

involved

must be considered,
extremely

determination

all

sources

determination

contracts,

may want to hold a pre-bidder's

costs

that

to make an objective

advertised

amount of nonrecurring

factors

must utilize

ceilings.

of formally

officer

officer

to be able

cancellation

In the case
contracting

the contracting

0

bidders

the holding

beneficial

conference,

in assisting

(as well as with

where

as to the approximate

and the adequacy
ceiling.

the

of the contract-

In view of the many

in a pre-bidder's

conference

the contracting

appropriate

officer

escalation

where applicable).

0

Source Selection
For purposes
paper will
formal

of discussion,

assume that

the

the proposed

source

contract

selection
will

portion

of this

be awarded through

advertising.
According

of Defense

to the DAR, it

to award formerly

is the general

advertised
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policy

of the Department

contrac t s to those

responsive

and responsible
Government,

contractors

price

and other

When determining
source

selection

including

0

tions.

factors

purposes,

and eligibility

production

capacity,

record

laws and regula-

a small business/disadvantaged

business

is not in effect.)

Although
year contracts
not already

these

factors

(usually

multiyear

·available

contract

must be considered

through

pre-award

for both regular

surveys

contracts

is for

As has been noted

increased

and multi-

if the information

to the PCO), the determination

for the award of multiyear

time.

position,

for

a number of factors

for award under applicable

(NOTE: This assumes that

set-aside

is responsible,

a PCO must detennine
financial

to the

considered.

whether or not a contractor

a contractor's

of integrity

whose bids are most advantageous

of responsibility

is compounded by the fact
quantities

over a longer

in one study on the subject:

is

that

a

period

of

(4:86)

On annual procurements,
a contracting
officer
might take
the chance of awarding a contract
to a marginal •••
bidder
on the theory that the commitment was for only a year's production and that subsequent procurements were sufficiently
close at hand to minimize the risk to the Government.
This
is not the case with MYC. The default article
will permit
the Government to terminate and re-procure
but the problems
associated
with such action are difficult
and time consuming.
Additionally,
it is believed that default problems will become
more severe under MYCif only by virtue of the substantially
increased quantities,
contractor
investment and contractor
liability.

Q

Needless
ting

officer

a prospective
default

to say,

prior

must place

a great

award winner

of the multiyear

to awarding

a multiyear

amount of emphasis

is "responsible",

contract.
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contract,

the contrac-

on detennining

so as to minimize

whether
the risk

of

SUMMARY
AND CONCLUSIONS
Multiyear
in order

Contracting

to reduce

was first

adopted

many of the recurring

purchases

of supplies

and services

for those

items or services

(3) increased

trative

expenses,

Nevertheless,

requiring

multiyear

tential

for achieving

may never
given

fits

researcher's

use.

opinion,

upon its

granting

the vast

the increased

po-

use of MYC

about multiyear

contracting,

use?

emphasis

Even though a major weapons system may not be suitable

for pur-

use of multiyear

appropriations)

MYCtechniques.

Thus,

contracting

on its

use,

especially

for

for

the Government to achieve

by placing

and program instability),
on a repetitive

which could,

if Government agencies

sis

basis

in fact,

cost

savings

are probably

(with multiple-

be purchased

were to place

items with low start-up
increased

there

increased

costs,
as well

using

it

empha-

is possible

as a number of

.

There are indications
emphasis

agencies,

the Government can still

items now being purchased

benefits

productivity.

greater

year or no-year

other

in Government adminis-

to pass legislation

through

that

some DODactivities

on the use of NYC. For example,

68

0

in competi-

the bene-

chase using MYC (due to design
many other

Through the years,

in contractor

can be said

placed

especially

"reap"

from increased

on its

What, then,

restrictions

costs.

to Federal

benefits

with repetitive

(2) an increase

reluctance

authority

significant

be realized.

In this

increases

of Congress'

contracting

the current

of costs,

of Defense

competition,

(4) a reduction

and (5) possible

general

associated

high set-up

standardization,

because

costs

and to increase

use of MYChas led to (1) a reduction
tion,

by the Department

as part

have placed
of the "Slay

greater
Initiatives",

0

General

Alton D. Slay,

has directed
wherever

his subordinate

possible.

the process

USAF, Commander of the Air Force Systems Com.iand,

Also,

of sending

conunanders to use multiyear

the Naval Air Systems Command (AIR-02) is in

letters

comments on the feasibility

0

ic items within

their

Although
be enough.

of utilizing

actions

criteria

for

the various

instructions

and performance
their

their

for specif-

in the right
effort

direction,

by both the Department
activities

the use of MYC. Once these

activities

can,

feedback

through

reports,

they may not
of

to estab-

criteria

are

the use of departmental
increase

the use of MYC

activities.

It is strongly

recommended that

to help establish
part

contracting

commands and contracting

established,

area

multiyear

soliciting

lines.
are steps

subordinate

appropriate

throughout

major contractors

lfuat is needed is a concerted

Defense and its
lish

to its

product

these

contracting

tracting.

As

"Multiyear

Contracting

appropriate

of this

mining where increased

additional
criteria

research

effort,

Model" be developed
use of multiyear

0
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research

be done in this

for the use of multiyear
it

is recommended that

to assist

contracting

activities
is feasible.

cona

in deter-
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Reliability

Improvement Warranty and the Navy Project

Manager

by
Roy E. Neubauer

0
ABSTRACT

Reliability
Improvemen t Warranties are included in major weapon system
contracts
to incentivize
Defense contractors
to design and develop weapon
systems which will have low failure
rates and to provide for better support
of these systems once they are deployed.
In this article,
Mr. Neubauer
examines RIW planning during the acquisition
cycle, explores DODand Navy
RIW policy and guidance and investigates
the extent to which the Navy's
systems commands have implemented RIW programs.
The author also offers a
number of recommendations,
which if followed, will better enable program
managers to take advantage of the life-cycle
cost benefits
that can be
gained through the use of reliability
improvement warranties.
This paper was submitted to Pro f essor David V. Lamm, CDR, SC, USN, in
partial
fulfillment
of the course requirements
for Introduction
to Systems
Acquisition
and Project Management (MN-3301)
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INTRODUCTION
The Department of Defense

0

dollars

for the support

bility

and maintainability

nized

as important

defense

obtained

increasing
emphasis

determinants

(RIWs) as part

effectiveness.

In general,

loss

to the contractor

which,

in turn,

will

reduce

While the application
the possibility
Navy Project
porate

0

low the current
RIW and its

by focusing
costs

which has received
improvement

process.

support

future

the Navy Project

The high

management attention

as well as increasing

to produce more reliable

on

systems
profit
systems

operation

systems offers

and support

costs,

the

what a RIW is and how to incorof a RIW into

the acquisition

I1anager must be aware of and fol-

and directives

within

the Navy governing

implementation.
DISCUSSION

A.

RELIABILITYL'1PROVEMENT
WA..'Q.RANTY
DEFINITION
The RIW is a form of warranty

or

costs.

and implementation

policies

One method of

the goal of a RIW is to provide

Manager must understand

Further,

(10:4)

of a RIW to newly acquired

of reducing

the planning

process.

dollars.

support

relia-

the amount of national

is the use of reliability

must be attacked

of

The increased

of the system acquisition

such methods for reducing

incentives

in optimizing

of weapons systems,

few years,

billions

weapons systems have been recog-

from the available

in the last

of support

weapons systems.

of these

the reliability

warranties
cost

of its

(DOD)annually allocates

that
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is consistent

with current

a

Defense

Acquisition

Regulation

tion

of RIW is taken

tary

of Defense

(DAR) requirements.

from the RIW guidelines

The following

issued

defini-

by the Assistant

Secre-

(I&L) in 1974:

"A Reliability
Improvement Warranty is a provision
in
either a fixed price acquisition
or fixed price equipment
overhaul contract
which:

0

a. the contractor
is provided with a monetary incentive,
throughout
the period of the warranty,
to improve the production design and engineering
of the equipment so as to enhance
the field/operational
reliability
and maintainability
of the
system/equipment;
and
b. the contractor
agrees that, during a specified
or
measured period of use, he will repair or replace
(within a
specified
turnaround time) all equipment that fails
(subject
to specified
exclusions
(if applicable)".
(1)

B.

SCOPE OF RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT
WARRANTIES
A RIW, which usually

applies

to the operational

of the long-term
fied

support

cost

items.

item and the prospective

to evaluate

line-item

(3 ; 23) Because

contractors

option.

the economics

contract,

a RIW is identiare asked to

The Governmen t then

of the RIW versus

organic

or

concepts.

The solicitation
tions

of a production

use of the production

a RIW quote as a separate

has the opportunity
other

as part

commitment being made by the contractor,

as a separate

provide

is negotiated

and resulting

for the warranty.

(3:24)

contract

A typical

the following:
1.

Statement

of Contractor

2.

Contractor

Obligations;

3.

Government Obligations.

Warranty;
and
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will

agreement

cont a in t erms and condishould

include

at least

0

C.

GOALOF RELIABILITYUIPROVEMENT
WARRANTIES
The goal of a RIW is to motivate

equipment that
maintain

0

have a low failure

in the field

and initial
tors

will

or operational

deployment,

during

profits.

the period

of warranty

require

routine

replacement

as filters

and produce

be economical

In addition,

after

an incentive

to

production
for contrac-

equipment and to reduce support

coverage

in order

upkeep,

contract

to maximize their

and does not require

regulation,

adjusting,

under normal use during

and light

bulbs).

in the contract

the contrac-

or cleaning.

item that

A RIW

are expected

the term of the warranty

Such items may be covered by separate

consistent

with current

to
(such
provi-

laws and regulations.

(2:8)

RIW PLANNINGDURINGTHE ACQUISITIONCYCLE
1.

Discussion
To maximize the effectiveness

of RIW, it is important

Systems Commands (SYSCOMS)to consider

0

and will

does not cover components of a warranted

sions

to design

(2:7)

tor to provide

D.

use.

of their

A RIW is not a maintenance

also

rate

the RIW should provide

to improve the reliability

costs

contractors

system acquisition

plan.

greatest

to affect

potential

the planning
currently

to maintain

In this

the concept

way, a decision

equipment design

and support

approved DODor Navy directive

Managers RIW planning
However, Bilodeau

responsibilities

(2:50-52)

that
during

the

to use RIW has the

items.

defines

as well as
There is no

the Navy Project

the acquisition

and Swenen (7:20-24)
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in formulating

and production,

the warranted

for the

provide

a list

cycle.
of RIW

planning
during

actions

(condensed

each phase.

various

phases

from a proposed

These actions

of a systems

NAVAIRinstruction)

below . Fig ure l shows t he

are s ummarized

acquisition

cycle

to consider

and the RIW planni n g associa t ed

with each phase.
Alternative

2.

Concept Exploration

During the alternative
analyzed

in very general

terms of reliability,
A RIW (or other
these

studies

within

maintainability,

and Validation

the capabilities

and that

analysis,
should

resources

effort.

design,

support.

requirement

in
cost.

in

may be con sidered
and maintaining

RIW should

system are

costs

to determine

Also during

this

it

phase,

It

needed;

on technical

satisfy

reliability

This activity
levels

it

is desirable

for

the future

methods

(if

to consider

and their
to identify

production

of reliability

0
assur-

to the other .

possible)

to communicate

RIW since

this

is recommended that
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of

and cost

system definition.

phase,

that

continuation

if one form is preferable

is important

the intention

system design.

be expended

with a decision

in fact

to justify

between RIW and other

be reviewed

system developers

phase begins

of the required
During this

that

The trade-offs

should

ance should

may affect

li fe cycle

is

Phase

and further

consideration

impact on system
the basic

goals

has been accomplished

engineering
include

methods)

and validation

of the proposed

engineering

the effort;

may be conducted

and the expected

stated

the system

limitations.

Demonstration

sufficient

phase,

studies

and incentive

The demonstration
that

0

exploration

Background

as a means of achieving

resource
3.

concept

terms.

cost-control

Phase

to the

consideration

the Request

for

Proposal

0

0
RIW ANDTHE ACQUISITION
CYCLE

ALTERNATIVE
t- •
CONCEPT
EXPLORATION
PHASE

•

r--f

DEMONSTRATION
&
VALIDATION
PHASE

FULL-SCJIL~ '

NGINEERIN
EVELOPMENT
PHASE

UPDATE
ECONOMIC
STUDIESAfID
TERMSAND
CONDITIONS

....,
....,
SUPPORT
CONCEPT
STUDIES

DEVELOP
INITIAL
RIW
PROVISIONS

~ALUATE
RIW

APPLICABILITY

EVALUATE
RIW

PROPOSALS

CONDUCT
ECONOMIC
ANALYSES

NEGOT-I.ATE
FINALRIW
PROVISIONS

FIGUREl

f i

PRODUCTION

DEPLOYMENT
PHASE I

•

<

ORGANIC
SuPPORT

>

."'
' ',.._

'
ADMINISTER
DEVELOP
RIW
RIW
ADMINISTRATION
PLAN

(RFP) for

the Full-Scale

requirements
duction
dents

Engineering

and discuss

contract.
discuss

terms and conditions

Further,

their

Development

(FSED) phase outline

that

the FSED RFP should

understanding

RIW

may be used in the pro-

request

that

the respon-

of the requiremen t s and the impact on

the FSED effort.

0

Full-S cale

4.

Engineering

The purpose
the system and its
tional

ability

es~:iJnates

5.

to determine

within

expected

At t his

In preparation

provided

during

After

FSED.

opera-

costs.

and support-

economic

studies

decision,

project

During

can

the war-

or equipment

mod-

At the end of the FSED phase,

by the contractors

are evaluated

and a final

to use a RIW.

an d Deployment

a production

of RIW administrative

and test

the required

or allowable

time,

to reflect

is made regar d ing the intention
Production

if

for a production

be developed

have occurred

assemble,

and maintainability

become more defined.

the RIW proposals
decision

requ i rements

wil l also

that

is t o design,

of system reliability

and updated .

provisions

ifications

FSED phase

can be achieved

parameters

b e refined
ranty

support

capability

FSED, better

of the

Development

tasks

contract

containing

are required

a.

Development

b.

Establishment

c.

Review of contractor

d.

Coordination

e.

Development of no-cost
processing
procedures.

f.

Development

a RIW is signed,

which include

a series

the following:

of item management procedures.
of a plan

for

user

indoctrination.

RIW Data Collection

of contractor

administrative

Engineering

of RIW implementation
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0

and Analysis

Plan .

requirements.

Change Proposal
procedures.

(ECP)

From initial
warranty

0

program,

deployment of a RIW system to the expiration

the following

series

of tasks

a.

RIW implementation

b.

RIW logistic

flow monitoring.

c.

RIW contract

administration,

d,

Organic transition

of the

must be accomplished:

monitoring.

planning

and implementation.

POLICY
A.

CURRENT
POLICYANDDIRECTIVESGOVERNING
RIW
A primary

and directives
acquisition

process.

Mulligan

and directives

performed

Navy policies

when considering

(4:26-32)

conducted

covering

RIWs within

The author

policy

RIW in the

an extensive

analysis

the DODin 1977. Sweney

a review in 1979, with a detailed

and directives.

with Naval Material
personnel

Manager is the current

under which he must function

of the policies
(7:36-42)

concern of the Navy Project

examination

has conducted

recent

of the

interviews

Command (NAVMAT)
and Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR)

(8) and (9) as a follow-up

to these reviews.

The results

are

summarized below:
1.

Secretary
Policy

0

guidelines

ments were originally
significant

of Defense

revision

for the trial

issued

be an interest

in 1974 (1).

mentation

Other amplifying

and the question

memoranda were released

was shown in 1978. To date,

or instructions

in the Office

procure-

in the form of a memorandum in 1973 (6) with a

in 1975 and some renewed interest
known DODdirectives

use of RIWs in military

pertaining

of the Secretary
of RIW applicability
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there

are no

to RIWs. There appears
of Defense

to

(OSD) for RIW imple-

has been addressed

during

Defense

Systems Acquisition

2.

Naval Material
Investigation

no clearly

identified

Review Council

reveals
central

& Production),

no known NAVY.AT
documented
office

were identified

Naval Electronic

RIW policy

of NAVMAT
with responsibility
Deputy Chief

took the initiative

from the SYSCOMSin accordance
Candidates

(8).

Coii!llland

In 1974, Rear Admiral K. L. Woodfin,
curement

(DSARC) meeting

of Naval Material

in soliciting

with the DODrequest

or

for RIW.

0

(Pro-

RIW candidates

for trial

use of RIWs.

by the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR), the

Systems Command (NAVELEX)and the Naval Ordinance

Systems

Command (NAVORD)which Rear Admiral Woodfin then referred

to the NAVl1AT

Director,

in view of the

Reliability

R&MCharter
programs

(5).

and Maintainability

for lead

None of the identified

action

SYSCOMcandidates

became RIW

(4:29).
Revision

A of NAVMATINST
3OOO.l dated

22 April

77 stated

that:

"Incentive
type contracts
shall be used, whenever practical,
to compensate contractors
for design excellence
early in the procurement as well as for reliability
achievement late in the procurement.
A directive
detailing
this procedure will be issued
separately."
It

is not clear

possible

whether

incentive

or not this

was an endorsement

type contracting

means.

of RIW as one of the

The procedural

directive

referred

0
to is not known to have been issued

3.

Naval Sea Systems Command
Investigation

effort

(8).

revealed

on RIW implementation

no known RIW policy

(7 :42).

and no known expected

The RIW candidate

for Rear Admiral Woodfin in 1974 did not go RIW.
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identified

NAVMAT
confirmed

by NAVORD
that

there

were no known NAVSEARIW programs in the past or under consideration

4.

Naval Electronic
Investigation

RIW candidates

Systems Command
indicated

met with little

to the contractor
addition,

depots

to effect

repairs

RIW candidates

in

at the lowest

identified

5.

Lengthy ship deployments
lilllit

timely

(e.g.,

hardware returns

RIW benefits

(4:29).

(WRA)level

so maintenance

hardware level

aboard

In
at

philosophy

ship

(4:30).

is

The

that

there

were no known NAVELEX
RIW programs

under consideration
effort

(8).

There is no RIW policy

on RIW,

Naval Air Systems Command

with the Aviation
instructions

Supply Office

and revisions

(ASO).

internal

still

instructions

areas

involved

of the proposed

tory which has long delayed
NAVAIRfrom proceeding

that

proposed

RIW Depot Assurance

NAVAIRreview

official

in RIW, in conjunction

NAVAIRhas drafted

on RIW and organic

(DAP), which have undergone

vented

suitable

the degree to which it can pool spares

NAVAIRis the only Navy activity

0

to identify

by NAVELEX
for Rear Admiral Woodfin in 1974 did

not go RIW. NAVMAT
confirmed

and no known expected

attempts

for NAVELEX
to gain full

assembly

in the past or currently

early

for some types)

NAVELEX
is limited

the weapons replaceable

that

success.

six to nine months or longer

0

(8).

since

1977.

with RIW programs

However, this

Program

There are

are not completely

approval.

policy

satisfac-

has not pre-

(9).

CONCLUSIONS
In concept,
successful.

RIW is desirable.

In practice,

However, because the concept
81

it has appeared

of RIW is relatively

to be
new and is

still

evolving,

it

sion and little
The details
expected

guidance

involved

to properly

"fixed

the Navy Project

is in place
review

to ensure

SYSCOMguidance

ficiently

trained

efforts

in an atmosphere

structure

and administer

multi-year

the selection

of policies

to understand

that

contract"

(4:49).

(1) sufficient

be conducted

and (3) that

the full

(2) that

by the project

the project

0

plan-

of a RIW in the project;

and directives
is followed;

RIW programs.

and complex than might be

maintenance

Manager must ensure

of confu-

team

teal!l is suf-

impact of an RIW both on the con-

as well as the Government.
A typical

service

life

Most of the difficulty
introduction,

tractor

the first

reliability

Manager can obtain
assumes
bility

the risk
goal.

projections

duction

RUTs for

years.

At this

(provisioning

support

providing

to an out-of-production

is

smooth transition
status.
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that

the contractor

while meeting
for

requirements,
This allows

to organic

important

the reliability

a relia-

the contrac-

With a RIW, however,

known.

its

If the Navy Project

incentive

support

years.

are based on con-

introduction,

system.

from the transition

is during

period,

values)

is very little

are accurately

it

is ten to fifteen

a system

requirements

to completion,

In view of the above,
consider

for

supportable

is close

of support

support

weapon system

a Rit-l, there

a reliable,

system

which tend to be high.

a RIW during

and provisioning,

disruption

to five

of determining

time the warranty
testing

three

projections,

Without

to produce

of an electronics

in determining

is unknown and support

tor

fee,

to support

a current

tractor

dedicated

in RIW are much more subtle

from a simple

Therefore,
,ning

has taken

by the

0

including
a low risk

of

support.

the Navy Project

Manager

of a system from fleet

intro-
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